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Launching your ICO successfully takes careful planning and consideration to 
many important details, such as which crypto platform to use and why. You 
should consider what each platform can bring to the table and what they've 
been able to do for others like you in the past. Here are the top 10 crypto 
platforms for a successful ICO launch. 
 

 
 
1. Ethereum. Often called the "mother of all ICOs", Ethereum boasts 70 
percent of the market share for ICO tokens issued. This site is popular because 
it's supported by almost every crypto-exchange.  
 
2. Waves. Launched in 2016, Waves is the second most popular platform in the 
industry, secondary only to Ethereum, and for good reason. The platform has 
been able to solve most problems with block chain, including scalability, speed, 
and user experience. It's also been called the fastest growing decentralized 
block chain platform, issuing a whopping 7,566 tokens, which equals more than 
$1 billion. 
 



3. IBC Group. IBC is an international block-chain consulting group that spans 40 
countries, providing enterprise block chain development, end-to-end ICO 
support, institutional training, capital raising, and consulting. IBC has worked 
with governments, startups, and existing companies to develop long-term 
strategies. 
4. BitShares. BitShares is another popular blockchain platform, boasting low 
costs, super fast transaction speed, and high-level security. Coupled with a user-
friendly interface, a strong testing infrastructure, and an extensible codebase, 
BitShares is set to dominate the market in 2018 as because of the value, speed, 
and security it provides in comparison to other platforms. 
 
5. Kickico. Kickico was launched in September 2017 that uses Ethereum-based 
smart contracts. Kickico provides comprehensive ICO solutions, crowdfunding, 
and crowd investing via blockchain technology.   
 
6. BlockStarter. BlockStarter is another company set to transform the ICO 
industry in 2018 thanks to its user-friendly interface. What's special about 
BlockStarter is that it allows users to save drafts of their ICO campaigns--
something other companies don't do. Users are able to share their campaigns 
with their teams for better clarification or corrections prior to the campaign's 
start. 
 
7. Stellar. The name says it all. Stellar is…well, stellar. It's among the industry 
leaders in innovation, providing a customizable payments structure. One of the 
best things about it is its built-in, distributed exchange that allows users to list 
tokens as they issue them. 
 
8. NXT. NXT has had a stellar performance in 2017 and is expected to do even 
better in 2018. Popular features among users include decentralized voting and 
governance systems, a decentralized asset exchange, phased transactions, and 
a manageable block chain. 
 
9. ICOpromo. ICOpromo provides full-circle ICO services to help outline, fund, 
and market your company's ideas, leading to a successful ICO raise. With a 
strong marketing team and dedicated professionals working alongside them, 
ICOpromo typically exceeds the expectations of its clients. 
 
10. EOS. Designed for large corporations, banks and governments, EOS allows 
companies to build decentralized applications. EOS is perfect for companies 



too large to host enterprise-level solutions. That's where EOS comes in. Though 
it's still in the early development stage, it still has hope of breaking out as one 
of the biggest advancements in block chain technology in recent years. 


